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Healthy eating costs
students in long run
Marianne Weflendorf
ni2ar3ie@aot.com

The Food and Drug Administration has been encouraging all Americans to eat healthier as the rale of obesity continues to rise and WSU is following these same trends by providing
healthy options for students.
While nearly every grocery store
and restaurant now offers healthy alternatives to high fat and high calorie
meals, many of these healthier options
oiten cost a lot more than their high fat
competitors. At WSU, dining services
offers many healthy options, but these
too are more pricey than the high fat
options that are also offered. At the
Lucas Beagle prepares a saladfromthe sola J bar in the I iiion Market in the Student I niott Union Market in the Student Union, a

New computer portal
system comes to WSU
• WINGS system
offers 130 options
Alonzo WSur;
obirvictorch@yahoaconi

WSU's Computer and Telecommunications Services office has
unveiled a new web portal called
WINGS that will act as a one-stop
access point for WSU's entire Internet
based services.
The new WINGS portal is meant
to serves as a starting point for all of
the campus services. Through it. users
will be able to acccss WebCT, ROX.
Webmail and a host of other services
including directories, calendars and
announcements. Also, CaTS has created a number of new services specifically for the portal including online
groups and message boards.
w

w
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"licallhy eating" conliniii'd on page 4

"We're trying to make the portal
such an attractive place for people to
go that they go there when they access
the Internet, not just when they access
Wright State's services and content."
said Scott Rife, university systems
replacement manager. "If we can make
it an attractive enough place for people
to come when they access the Internet,
then we have this massive communication collaboration center. Everybody
wins that way."
The portal has a wide range of
programs and services that extend
beyond the scope of WSU. The CaTS
office has created more than 130 channels langing from news headlines and
local weather to movie reviews and
games.
It's pretty cool thai you've got
everything in one spot," said Paul
Dunn, an organizational leadership
major.
Mimntje, uiuwrsity systems replacement manager, expaHns the tutvpotlai system which nil!

"\VIN(iS" continued on pajii-
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large salad from the salad bar can run
around S4 while a fried sandwich is
usually around S3.
"The quick and easy reason
that healthy food is more expensive
is that the raw foods necessary to
prepare those 'healthy' items carry a
higher cost to us, therefore, they will
cost consumers more." said Ron Ralston, director of dining services.
"When you start discussing areas like
produce, spoilage and waste become
much large issues than, say, frozen
hamburgers. Our pricing strategy is
based solely on the cost of the foods
to us. Obviously, like any business,
we have to mark-up each item to
cover our overhead expenses. Prices
also include an amount to cover the
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News

Crime
I.arceny/Theft

March 15: A student reported
her Wright Patterson Credit Union
ATM Debit card stolen while
studying in the Fordham library.
March 24: A professor reported
her purse and ccll phone stolen out
of her ofticc in Millet Hall.
March 24: Five WSU faculty
members reported personal items
stolen in an office in University
Hall. The case is still active.

878-34.
VVWW.dayton* lo

Arson/Related Offenses
March 15: Police responded to
criminal damaging that occurred to
a vehicle that was parked in Lot 11.

FAIR
I he II SI hu\ehall leant

N o n - C r i m i n a l Incident

their game. Their \ea\tm beganFeb. 21 atu! their next home game »iU bt tpril 2, 2004 at 3:30.
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March 25: Police responded to
a person in the first stage of alcohol poisoning. The victim was
transported to the hospital.
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News

Parking tickets benefiting WSU
Mariana WMtereJorf
m2wE

Vv 1
trt of a new quarter
many st
,d to the office of
parking anc
Tortation to purchase
a parking penn and avoid the possibility of getting ticketed, yet many students still receive parking tickets each
year.
Although ticket prices at WSU
are more expensive than most city
parking tickets. Robert Krctzcr. director of parking and transportation, said
that the ticket prices were raised in
1999 to discourage students from parking in certain areas.
"We discussed different ways to
stop people from violating these
areas." said Kretzer. "We had even discussed towing every car that parked in
a faculty lot. but we decided to raise
the ticket fine instead. The fine went

from S15 to $50. We did this because
there are so few faculty spots on campus and their presence here is not an
option. If they can't find anywhere to
park they call and complain." he said.
The revenue from parking tickets for the office of parking and transportation in approximately $250,000
per year and the revenue created from
parking permits purchased by students
is an estimated $800,000. said Kretzer.
"The idea is not to make money off of
students, which is what so many of
them think. If it were up to me. no one
would ever have to get a parking ticket." he said.
The money from such revenue is
spend first on operations such as paying employees, operating the department and paying for the buses and
garages. At the end of each year, all
left over funds go to repairing the
roads and parking lots on campus.

WSU students consider
dean's list as an honor
Sa>y Whitehead
SjpwWe»@aoUom

Dean s list, an academic honor
bestowed upon students each quarter
with a GPA or 3.4 or better, is awarded
in a variety of ways, but arc students
finding this honor to be that prestigious.
With nultiple colleges at WSU,
thousands of students are receiving
dean's list each quarter. In the College
of Education and Human Services 439
of their 1,090 students made dean's list
for the Fall 2003 term, which is
approximately 40 percent of their students, said Mary Jean Henry, administrative support coordinator for the college.
Like the College of Education
and Human Services, colleges such as
the College of Liberal Arts and the College of Science and Mathematics send
congratulatory letters to the students
awarded. "There are some students
who will include their letters in their
teaching portfolios, which are reviewed
by prospect employers," said Henry.
Although similar to 'he letter sent out
by various colleges, the College of
Engineering and Computer Science
mails out dean's list cards that are
specifically made as a congratulations
for the student's achievements.
Within the College of Science
and Mathematics, Dean Michele
Wheatly sends out a letter to every student with congratulations for their outstanding academic performance as well
as posting all the names of the students,
said Joyce Howes, assistant dean.
For many students, this letter or
card is considered an honor. "I think

"I have a really hard time finding
a parking spot and you can't parking
during certain hours, which is hard
because I actually live on campus."
said April Leaverton. a middle childhood graduate student.
Many students who receive tickets
decide to appeal them, said Kretzer.
The appeals committee is made up of a

"The idea is not to make
money off of students. If it
were up to me, no one
would ever have to get a
parking tieket."

-Robert Kretzer

faculty member, a staff member and a
student, all of which are selected ran-

domly from different campus committees. About half of the appeals go
through, he said. "All our employees
know is that someone did not have a
parking pass, it could be because they
forgot it or switched cars. Also, most
first tickets are waived and we are
more lenient on freshman rather than
someone who has had ten tickets."
Although tickets such as illegally
parking in a faculty spot may be more
expensive than its equivalent ticket in
the city. WSU fines students a set fee
for parking in fire lane or handicap
spaces, said Kretzer. "The State of
Ohio says there must be a minimum of
a S250 fine for parking in a handicap
space. Many students also park in a
fire lane to run into a building for a
few minutes, but if you don't leave
someone in the car who can move it in
case of an emergency then we will
ticket you," he said.

Cost of Parking Fines

"I think once you start taking 300 or 400 level courses
the professors expect more
responsibilty and a solid
work ethic from each student. "
•Heather Schilling-Beckett
once you start taking 300 or 400 level
courses the professor expects more
responsibility and a solid work ethic
from each student, aid Heather
Schilling-Beckett, a history major.
"The classes are generally more difficult and the dean's list honor is more
rewarding."

DRIi

Parking in a...
Handicap space
$250
Fire lane
$100
Not designated area
$ 100
Space not matching permit: $50
No permit in vehicle
$25
Disregard to painted lines $25
Excess of posted time limit $25

S H £ , ^ A T E R CONSUMER

CONFIDENCE REPORT

Wright State University (WSU) is required by the Environmental Protection Agency
to make available to the university community an annual report on the quality of the
campus drinking water supply. This posting serves as required notification to the
university community.
The Wright State I Jniversitv Public Water System
Consumer Confidence Report far V)(n js available for review on
WSU s Department of Environmental Health and Safety's web page at
http://mvw.wright.edu/admin/ehs/watermgmt/CCR%202003.pdf
Hard copies are available by contacting Steve Farrell, Assistant Director. Environmental
Health and Safety, Room 104 Health Sciences or by phone at (937) 775-3118

News

New club offered spring quarter
Becky Bnnbynstti
nskL3@mightedu
WSU is one of only 20 univcrsiadd a student chapter to the
ty of American Archivist (SAA)
wit,, their new club focused primarily
on archiving this quarter.
The WSU chapter of the Society
of American Archivist's (SAA) mission is to get more of the campus com"llealthv Kiting" continued from page I

cost of packaging itself," he said.
Since the beginning of 2004, the
media and government have been
bombarding people with advertisements for Atkin friendly menus and
starting last week, the government has
placed advertisements on television to
encourage people to lose weight.
Many restaurants in the Dayton area
are focusing more or the low carbohydrate fad by providing low carbohydrate menus to their customers, yet
these meals are more expensive as
well. At TGIFridays, a large salad is
upwards of S8 while a cheeseburger
and fries is around $6. However, Amy
Freshwater, representative for TGIFridays, declined to comment on the pricing they use saying that "we will never

munity involved with archiving, said
Andrea Spence, vice presideni communication and public relations officer of
the WSU chapter. "You don't have to
be a teacher or a professor with a history degree to be in the club," she said.
Toni Jeske, faculty supervisor for
the WSU SAA chapter, said that the
organization would help to facilitate
professionalism because members are
eligible to attend educational courses
be interested in commenting on that."
According to the FDA, since
the late 1980s, adult obesity has
steadily increased in this country.
About 64 percent of Americans arc
overweight and more than 30 percent
arc obese. To help tackle what the
FDA is calling the "nation's obesity
epidemic," the agency release, on
March 12, 2004. the final report of
its obesity working group. TTie
group's long and shoi t term proposals arc based on the scientific fact
that weight control is mainly a function of caloric balance. That is, calories in must equal calorics out. So the
FDA is focusing on "calories count"
as the basis of its actions and the
message of its obesity campaign.

and workshops all across the country.
In addition, the club also gives students added opportunities to network
through cither volunteering at the
WSU archives or interning at libraries

- Venkata Sarvepalli

or museums, said Spence.
In their spare time, many community members volunteer at the WSU
archives, said Jeske. The volunteers
vary from "members of the community, to students, to elderly." Because
there is so much involvement with the
archives at WSU, the SAA seemed to
be inevitable, said Jeske.
Computer science major, Venkata Sarvepalli, said that he thinks that an
organization such as the SAA is a good
idea. "Everything needs archiving.
Everyone needs history," he said.
Mackensie Wittmcr. WSU SAA
president, is holding a welcoming
party for interested students on April 7
at 6 p.m. The event will be held at the
Paul Laurence Dunbar library in room
441 and is open to all of WSU.
"WINGS" conlinucd from page I

As an e n g i n e e r i n
t h e U.S. A i r Force,
t h e r e ' s no t e l l i n g w h a t
. y o u ' l l w o r k on.
(Seriously, we can't t e l l you.)

United S l a t e s A i r Force a p p l i e d t e c h n o l o g y is y e a r s a h e a d
of w h a t y o u ' l l t o u c h i n t h e p r i v a t e s e c t o r , a n d a s a n e w
e n g i n e e r y o u ' l l l i k e l y be involved at the g r o u n d level of n e w
and s o m e t i m e s c l a s s i f i e d d e v e l o p m e n t s . You'll begin l e a d i n g
and m a n a g i n g w i t h i n t h i s h i g h l y r e s p e c t e d g r o u p f r o m day
one. Find out w h a t ' s w a i t i n g b e h i n d the scenes for you in
t h e A i r Force today. To r e q u e s t m o r e i n f o r m a t i o n , c a l l
1 - 8 0 0 - 4 2 3 - U S A F o r l o g on to a i r f o r c e . c o m .
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U.S. A I R F O R C E
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
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"Everything needs archiving. Everything needs history

Although there are many students that are for the portal, some students such as John Tobe. a computer
science major, said that he thinks the
portals such as this do not interest him.
"It's got the weather channel there, but
I'd usually just go to the actual weather page myself and have that and others ihings like the Google search ail
within the browser," he said.
Each channel is a topic-specific
section of the web page that provides
access to information, programs, or
other web resources. At WINGS, each
user is able to customize the layout of
each page, add new pages and choose
which channels he or she wants to display.
"Portals have bee a very fascinating and exciting platform for higher
education for the past four to five
years," said Rife. "It's been going on
for a while and some of us have been
watching what other institutions are
doing and wanting to pursue that."
The university has a number of
systems that needed to be replaced,
including the email server, the faculty
calendar program and various financial
systems, so it was due to these problems that the university first decided to
set up the new system, said Rife. "All
of these things kind of came together
and we seized our opportunity to pursue implementing the portal," he said.
The underlying portal system
was bought from SCT Corporation,
one of the leading providers of technology for higher education. From
that, the CaTS office attempted to integrate the university's various services

CALL?

into the portal. CaTS was also responsible for the creation of all of the channels in WINGS. "Normally to implement a portal for an institution like
Wright State, it takes eight to ten
months." said Rife. "We've done this
in four and a half months. We've got
some very dedicated, hardworking
people 011 the project."
The portal is currently only
available to students, faculty and staff,
however, CaTS said that arc planning
to extend the service to prospective
students and alumni. "There just isn't

"We're trying to make the
portal such an attractive
place for people to go that
they go there when they
access the Internet, not just
when they access Wright
State's services and content. "
Scott Rife
that much contcnt at Wright State to
slice and dice 130 different ways," said
Rife.
"There's much more that we're
bringing in and people can take that
with them when they leave Wright
State and still maintain that contact
with Wright State and their fellow
alumni."

h e g u a r d i a n o n l i n e . c o m
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News

As number
of depressed college
4
stude s rise, more are seeking help
Grace E. Merriti
The Ha/tfcxd Cotrant

nam
HARTFORD, Conn. During
the summer between his sophomore
and junior years at Trinity College.
Adam Tewell was diagnosed with
bipolar disorder, a mental illness that
used to be called manic depression.
It began gradually, switching
on and off in fits and starts. His thinking became confused. He had mood
swings and crippling panic attacks.
"At first it's really scary
because you know something's wrong."
Tewell said. "Then you wake up one
morning and you lose perspective on
the sickness. You don't realize it's a
problem. You-begin to enjoy it. That's a
really bad warning sign that something's wrong."
It got so bad that he missed the
fall semester that year. With the support of medicine, therapy, doctors, his
family and a group of good friends, he
returned to Trinity and is finishing his
senior year.
Twenty years ago, the story
might have had a different outcome.
"I'd probably be locked up in a
mental institution or working in a convenience store. Or worst of all. I could
be dead," Tewell said.

"You don V realize it's a
problem. You begin to enjoy
it That's a really bad warning sign that something is
wrong."
-Adam Tewell
Tewell, 22, is among a growing number of students who, thanks to
medical advances, can cope with their
mental illnesses well enough to attend
college.
"It is almost so common that
it's accepted," he said. "It is a very
low-level thing. Oh, so you're
depressed what's new?"
Colleges across the country
are reporting that increasing numbers
of students are seeking mental health
services for illnesses or conditions
ranging from bipolar disorder or schizophrenia to depression, anxiety, eating
disorders and stress.
A survey by the American
College Health Association last spring
reported that an estimated 38 percent
of college students reported depression
severe enough that they had difficulty
functioning on at least one to 10 occasions in the past year.
The survey also showed that 9

percent of students seriously considered suicide during the same period.
The results were based on responses
from 19.497 students on 33 campuses.
The number of students seeking counseling for a variety of psychological problems has been rising
steadily over the past 15 to 20 years,
researchers and college counselors
say.

"Wc're downsized and have
nc more resources with a
greater number of students
and a greater severity of
mental health problems."
-Michael Kurland

A study at Kansas State University from 1988 to 2003 shows that
the number of suicidal college students
there tripled, reaching 11 percent during the course of the study. During the
same period, the number of students
with depression doubled to 41 percent

in the study. Those suffering from anxiety increased to 63 percent. The survey tracked about 1,000 students who
sought counseling each year of the
study.
Mental health counselors at
Connecticut college campuses say
increasing numbers of troubled students arc seeking help.
At Trinity, counselors are seeing nearly 20 percent of the student
body at any given time, said Randolph
Lee. director of the counseling center
at Trinity College.
By the time a class graduates,
about hr'f the students have received
some kind of therapy, he said.
At the University of Connecticut, counselors arc so swamped they
have ha to limit to eight the number
of therapy sessions each student can
attend each year. Even so. University
of Connnccticut officials say they have
a waiting list of 49 students seeking
therapy.
"We're downsized and have no
more resources with a greater number
of students and a greater severity of
mental health problems." said Michael
Kurland. health services director at

UConn.
Last year, UConn logged 7,000
visits, including repeat trips, to the university's mental health clinic. The clinic recently added weekend hours.
Yale University counselors
report a gradual increase in the number
of students seeking services over the
past five to 10 years and have hired
staff to keep up with the demand.
Experts said there was a spike
in students seeking help after Sept. 11,
2001. Depression, suicide and abuse all
went up after that date.
"New traumas tend to stir up
old traumas," said Sherry Benton,
assistant director of counseling services at Kansas State University. She was
part of the survey Kansas State University survey of students seeing counseling.
To try to raise awareness of the
mental health issues facing college students. a group of Trinity students led
by Tewell is organizing a mental health
conference on campus April 3. They
hope to draw students from throughout
New England to the conferencc. which
will focus on a variety of mental health
issues.

COUPLE TO COUPLE LEAGUE

AIATURAL [FAMILY [PLANNING
Consider...
T^ 0 marital act is so holy and pure that it ought ne 'er be desecrated through the use of artificial contraception. The
Catholic Church teaches that there may be times within a couples marriage when "..responsible parenthood is exercised.
..by the decision, made for grave motives and with due respect for the moral law, to avoid for the time being...a new
birth." (flumanae Vitae 10). other couples may be experiencing infertility and can benefit from a better understanding of
the women's cycle. At these times, a couple could use Natural Family Planning. (NFP).

Opportunities...
NFP fosters mutual psychological growth of the couple and has been cited as a pleasant benefit}# their (ferriage NFPl
helps build deeper understanding of the meaning of married love.

No Harmful Side Effects...
Unlike artificial birth
Planning allows o
ence on drugs,

methods, which place the risk and responsibility on the man or woman qfone; Natural Family
r to become independent from potentially harmful artificial methods that require long-term deperft
,pNpifli^ns.0overnment programs.or even teachers. Thus, they achieve autonomy.
/
•

Effecjivene
Greater than
to recognize

breakthroughs make it possible for couples to practice NFP
il fertility pattern, and many couples turn to NFP to help them

confidence. They leam
in family.

Insurance...
With the marital
pie. Tli

Learrang...

at approxirr
progran
ministers

couples who practice NFP e:
a sense of responsibility
masters of life."
s

Classes consist of 4 sessions, epch about a month apart. The entire

es of classes, includin

FOR DAYTON AREA CLASSES, CALL

(937) 435-4750
OR, VISIT WWW.CCLI.ORG
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News

Rice will testify publicly,
before 9/11 commission
Ron 1
Knight
(KRT)
WA„.
ON President
Bush succumbcu
jolitical pressure
Tuesd.. and agreed to let National
Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice
respond in public and under oath to
allegations that he failed to confront
the threat of terrorism before the Sept.
II attacks.
In an abrupt reversal. Bush
dropped his insistence that Rice meet
behind closed doors with the commission that's investigating the attacks. In
another turnabout, he agreed that he
and Vicc President Dick Cheney would
meet privately with all 10 panel members, not just the commission's chairman and vice chairman.

"Our nation must never
forget the loss or the lessons of September 11."
-President George W. Bush
The White House retreat
reflected concern among Bush's advis
ers about the political impact of criticism leveled against the president by
former counterterrorism adviser
Richard Clarke. Clarke, who served as
Bush's top adviser on terrorism, told
the commission last week that the president failed to heed his warnings about
the possibility of a catastrophic terror-

UUJtwS
mazoa
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ist attack.
Clarke's allegations, aired in an
interview March 21 on CBS's "AO Minutes." called into question Bush's performance in the war on terrorism and
attacked the central theme of the president's re-election campaign. Aides said
Bush decided over the weekend that he
had no choice but to let Rice respond
in public.
"The circumstances of this case
are unique because the circumstances
of Sept. 11, 2001. were unique," the
president said in a hastily arranged
visit to the White House briefing room
Tuesday afternoon. "Our nation must
never forget the loss or the lessons of
Sept. 11, and we must not assume that
the danger has passed."
Commission members declined
to predict when Bush. Cheney and
Rice would appear before the panel.
In a chain of events that underscored how badly Clarke has rattled the
tightly knit Bush team. Rice reiterated
her refusal to testify in an interview
with "60 Minutes" that aired the night
before White House counsel Alberto
Gonzales jettisoned that policy. Rice
had taped the interview earlier in the
day.
While she was on national television repeating the official White
House view that public testimony
would undermine the president's ability
to get confidential advice. Bush was
working on other options from the
seclusion of his Texas ranch.
In the end, political impera-

648 Alpha Rd
Be*vcrcreck. Ohio 45434
Phoo« (937» 427 0002
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\atimuU Security ithisor ('ondoLxzw Rice will publicly testify muter oath concerning her knoitiedge ofthe Sept. II terrorist attacks and what steps could haw been taken to prevent them.
tives trumped concerns about confidentiality. A host of top Republicans,
including veterans from the first Bush
administration, urged the president to
reconsider his opposition to public testimony. Karen Hughes, one of Bush's
closest confidantes, was among those
who felt that the president should
change course.
One senior administration official, who insisted on anonymity, said
the strongest opposition to letting Rice
testify publicly came from Cheney's
office.
After negotiating the outlines
of a deal for Rice's public testimony
Monday night, Gonzales solidified the
arrangement in a follow-up letter to the
Sept. 11 commission Tuesday morning. In another concession, the White
House lawyer declared Bush's willing-

On behalf of the WSU Police Department:

CAMPUS POLICE
Community Survey 2004
We want your opinion!!!
Help us make Wright State
a safer place to live,
p j
work and learn!
V7 /
\
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www.studentvc
(March 31-April 30)
Thank von.

Don't g u e s s w h e t h e r
y o u q u a l i f y f o r t h e EiTC.
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1 800 TAX 1040
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ness to meet privately, together with
Cheney, before the entire panel.
As part of the deal, the commission agreed in writing that Rice's
testimony wouldn't set a precedent for
further testimony from her or any other
White House adviser. House Speaker
Dennis Hasten, R-Ill.. and Senate
Majority Leader Bill Frist. R-Tenn..

"We'll he able to ask him
some questions. Without the
answers, we wouldn V be
able to do the job and the
report we want to do."
-Tom Kean
offered similar assurances.
Gonzales said Bush relented
because of the "extraordinary and
unique circumstances" of the Sept. 11
attacks and because the commission's
assurances "limit harm to the ability of
future presidents to receive candid
advice."
Bush, who initially had said he
would meet only with former Gov.
Tom Kean, a Republican and the commission's chairman, and former Rep.
Lee Hamilton, a Democrat and the vice
chairman, for about an hour, didn't suggest any time limit for his joint appearance with Cheney.
Kean praised the president's
decision to meet with the entire panel
and said he wouldn't pressure Bush to
testify in public or under oath.
"It's very unusual for presidents to appear before a commission."
lie said, noting that President Lyndon
Johnson refused to appear before the
Warren Commission, which was investigating the assassination of President
Kennedy.

r
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Romanian villagers decry police
i °stigation into vampire slaying
KnigtitRkLw

and we expect to file charges later," he
said, referring to possible charges of
disturbing the peace of the dead, which
could carry a three-year jail term. "We
are determining whether this was an
isolated case or whether there is a pattern in the village."

^papers

(K-^1

MAROT1NU DE SUS, Romania Before Toma Petre's relatives
pulled his body from the grave, ripped
out his heart, burned it to ashes, mixed
it with water and drank it, he hadn't
been in the news much.
That's often the way here with
vampires. Quiet lives, active deaths.
Villagers here aren't up in
arms about the undead Uiey're pretty
common _ but they arc outraged that
the police arc involved in a simple
vampire slaying. After all, vampire
slaying is an accepted, though hidden,
bit of national heritage, even if illegal.
"What did we do?" pleaded
Flora Marinescu. Petre's sister and the
wife of the man accused of re-killing
him. "If they're right, he was already
dead. If we're right, we killed a vampire and saved three lives.... Is that so
wrong?"
Yes, according to the Romanian State Police. Its view, expressed by
Constantin Ghindeano, the chief agent
for the region, is that vampires aren't
real, and dead bodies in graves aren't
to be dug out and killed again, even by
relatives.
He doesn't really have much
more to .ay on this case, other than
noting that Petre had been removed
from his grave, his heart had been cut
out an.! it was presumed to have been
consun ed bv his relatives. Ghindeano
added that j>olice were expanding the
investigation, which began in mid-January, to include the after-deaths of others in area.
"The investigation is ongoing.

the bellybutton," he said. "That will
stop them from becoming a vampire."
But once they've become
vampires, all that's left is to dig them
up, use a curved haying sickle to
remove the heart, burn the heart to
ashes on an iron plate, then have the
ill relatives drink the ashes mixed
with water.
"The heart of a vampire,
while you burn it. will squeak like a
mouse and try to escape," Baiasa said.
"It's best to take a wooden stake and
pin it to the pan, so it won't get away."
Which is exactly what happened with Petre, according to Ghcorghe Marinescu. a cheery, aging vampire slayer who was Petre's brother-inlaw.
Marinescu's story goes like
this: After Petre died, Marinescu's
son. daughter-in-law and granddaughter fell ill. Marinescu knew the cause
was his dead brother-in-law. So he
had to go out to the cemetery.
Marinescu said he found Petre
on his side, his mouth bloody. His
heart squeaked and jumped as it was
burned. When it was mixed with
water and taken to those who were
sick, it worked.

No. vampires are humans who
have died, commonly babies before
baptism or people unfortunate enough
to have black cats jump over their
coffins. Vampires occur everywhere,
but in busy cities no one notices, the
men said.
Vampires arc obvious when
dug up because while they will have
been laid to rest on their backs, arms
folded neatly across their chests, they
will be found on their sides or even
their stomachs. They will not have
decomposed. Beards will have continued to grow. Their arms will be at their
sides, as if they are clawing out of their
coffins. And they will have blood
sometimes dried, sometimes fresh
around their mouths.
But the biggest tip-off that a
vampire is near is his or her family, for
vampires always prey on their families.
If family members fall ill after a death,
odds arc a v ampire is draining their
blood at night, looking for company.
Ion Baiasa, 64, explained that
there are two ways to stop a vampire,
but only one after he or she has risen
to feed.
"Before the burial, you can
insert a long sewing needle, just into

"The heart of a vampire,
while you burn it, will
squeak like a mouse and try
to escape."
-Ion Halasa

Romania has been filled with
news of the vampire-slaying investigation. and villagers admit there'" a pattern. but they argue that that's ihe reason these matters shouldn't make it to
court. There's too much of it going on,
and too few complain about the practice.
On a recent afternoon, the village's
single store, which also serves as its
lone bar, was filled with men drinking
hard, as they explained the vampire
facts to a stranger. Most had at least
one vampire in their family histories,
and many were related to vampire victims. Most had learned to kill a vampire while still children.
Theirs is not a Hollywood
tale, and they laugh at Hollywood conventions: that vampires can be warded
off by crosses or cloves of garlic, or
that they can't be seen in mirrors. Utter
nonsense. Vampires were OIK e
Catholics, were they not? And if a
vampire can be seen, the mirror can
see him. And why would you wear
garlic around your ncck? Are you
adding taste?
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Ma. iage Laws Discriminatory

MolyMcGraw
Freshman Cornrxmications Major
mcgraw.5@wri^itedu
In the March 10, 2004 publication
of The Guardian, William Conkle
wrote an article called "Discrimination?". In this article. Conkle makes
an argument advocating traditional
marriage laws.
I am not a homosexual, and personally the gay marriage issue doesn't
affect my life. I do believe however,
that the homosexual community isn't
"evading any questions", as Conkle
states. They are just striving to have
the same rights as heterosexuals.
In a country that believes in socalled "equality", one would think
that all couples would have the same
rights, but this is not so. Homosexuals want to get married because of
love, and also for protection. Homosexual couples do not get the same
rights as heterosexual couples in
hospital or death situations. A couple
can spend their whole lives together,
but if one partner ends up in the hospital, the other may not be able to
make life-or-death decisions for
them because he/she is not a legal
"spouse" or relative to the other.
Conkle states that "these relationships are destructive, especially to

Student, Faculty,
& Staff
Submit Your
Opinion
www.ThcGuardianOnline.com
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children". I would like to know HOW
they are destructive! Homosexuals
aren't hurting anyone! Homosexual
relationships may indeed be taboo, but
they aren't "destructive" to anyone!
Conkle makes it sound like children
will be scarred for life just because
there are homosexual relationships out
there in the world! What people do is
their own business, and I believe Mr.
Conklc's word choice is a little harsh
in that aspect.
Homosexual relationships may be
"morally wrong", but who's to say that
some heterosexual relationships aren't
morally wrong? It is morally wrong
for a man to beat or commit adultery
against his wife, but these morally
wrong relationships still get benefits
that homosexuals do not. Anything or
anyone can be morally wrong, so
everyone should be entitled to equality. Conkle's argument is invalid and
weak in this aspect.
Conkle also stated without a cited
source that "research clearly shows
that children are happiest, healthiest,
and least at risk when they have a

mother and a father...any claim contrary is false." Harlier in the article, he
states that one should not use arguments based on emotion or
opinion...but when he fails to cite his
source and further says that a person
is wrong if he/she has an opinion contrary. he is losing his credibility. How

"If homosexuality is
morally wrong, then tell
me, what is bigotry?"
do we as readers know that this statement is more than emotion or opinion? And even if the stati stic was true,
it could be saying that these children
arc happier than children that don't
have any parents at all...or children
who have had one parent pass away or
divorce.
Conklc's final argument is that
"whenever the traditional marriage

definition is broken, everyone pays a
price". I do not see how homosexuality affects me. Whether homosexuals
are allowed to wed or not... my life
will not be affected. So why is it so
important that this traditional marriage definition not be broken? If
homosexuals want to get married, why
shouldn't they? Because society
frowns upon it? Because it isn't the
"norm"? Homosexuality is inevitable.
Whether they get married or not, they
will still continue to be together...why
not at least give them the same rights
as other couples? Why shouldn't our
country uphold the standard of equality that our constitution was founded
upon? How does gay marriage really
affect heterosexuals?
Honestly, I don't think it does affect
heterosexuals one bit. But it can make
a difference in the lives of people who
choosc to follow an alternative life
style. To those people, marriage laws
mean the difference between equality
and discrimination. If homosexuality
is morally wrong, then what is bigotry?

The sexual revolution stands tall
Jennifer E. Marietta
Sophomore
CrMnai Justice
In response to the opinion article
claiming that we "activists" for gay
marriage have no platform to stand on,
I'd like to outline the very real, very
legal basis, we rely on. It's a little piece
of paper called the US Constitution,
specifically, the 14th amendment.
which entitles to everyone equal protection under the law.
First of all. Discrimination cases are
decided based on the class to which the
discrimination occurs. There are three
classes: non-suspect, intermediate and
suspect. Non-suspect classes are groups
like age and education, where discrimination is allowable based on certain
factors such as safety and ability to perform certain tasks. Intermediate classes
are groups such as sex. whereby the
discrimination must support a legitimately important purpose. Lastly, there
is suspect class. This is where race fits
in. and the discriminatory practice must
support a necessary and compelling
interest. To be a suspect class, there has
to be a history of mistreatment, an
immutable (unchangeable) characteristic. and there has to be reason to

w . ,t
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believe that mistreatment will continue
if not protected. Sexual orientation is
currently treated as a non-suspect class,
but when analyzing the factors neces-

"Laws...like the Defense
of Marriage Act are in
direct conflict with our
US Constitution"
sary, it should definitively be added as
a suspect class, protected under the
deepest scrutiny allowable. Obviously,
there is a history of mistreatment. Secondly, social scientists and psychologists have researched and concluded
that ^cxual orientation is not a changeable iactor. it is who you are, not what
you do. Lastly, based on current events,
it is pretty clcar that the discrimination
will continue.
When considering same-sex marriage, and the treatment of sexual orientation as a suspect class, it is clear to
see that there is blatant state-sponsored
discrimination. I challenge anyone to
explain to me how sexual orientation

docs not meet our legal standards
defining a suspect class.
The idea that allowing same-sex
marriage will open the door for damaging practices such as polygamy, incest,
and pedophilia is completely bogus.
The state has a right to make laws that
meet a necessary and compelling interest. While there is no compelling interest to outlaw same-sex marriage, there
arc clear interests in protecting the
abuse of minors and the rest Besides
which, since age is a non-suspect class,
there is a strong nail to hang our hats
on.
Activists arc not spewing a bunch of
emotional nonsense, we feel that our
constitution allows for equal protection
of all its people, despite sexual orientation, race, sex, or any other characteris
tic that could lead to abuse. Laws
thrown out there like the DOMA
(Defense of Marriage Act) are in direct
conflict with our US Constitution, and
should be repealed immediately.
If we are to stand by the ideals of
our forefathers, and preach of liberty
and justice for all. under our supreme
law of the land, then we must protect
samc-scx marriage. Otherwise we lose
something much more important to all
of us. equality.

O p inion
FoundiL fathers mischaracterized as liberals
BIShea
tfstoiy Mum Class "95
Docgonzol9@aotxoni
It's easy to assign modern morality
and values to the past. It's also contextually inaccurate. America was not created to escape persecution. Individual
groups certainly sought a new land to
escape harassment, and those groups
were not known for their tolerance. The
pilgrims that washed ashore at Plymouth Rock were not a swinging group
of freethinkers. They were, for the most
part, ultra-conservative zealots. They
formed the nucleus of the initial
colonies. As you might imagine, if the
bedrock of the colonies was conservative, many of those values would be
passed down through the generations.
The bulk of settlers in the new
colonies, however, were economic pioneers looking to make money, or those
trying to escape their foul past in old

Europe. To imagine 17th and 18th century American settlements as a nation
of tolerant freethinkers is too misunderstand history. While most weren't ultraconservatives in the mold of some of
the early religious settlers, they were
still instilled with a conservative social
outlook. Gays didn't find a safe harbor
in 1776 America.
The American Revolution wasn't
fought to lift the shackles of English
oppression. It was fought because the
middle and upper class colonists didn't
like being treated like Englishmen back
home, i.e. they didn't like actually having to pay taxes. It was a pocketbook
revolution hijacked by firebrands like
Patrick Henry and Samuel Adams. The
urge to win independence, and real and
imagined British atrocities, came later.
It was about money. So to imagine that
the roots of our independence spring
from some mystic fountain of freethinking and (modem) liberal tolerance

is utterly wrong. The dynamic liberal
thought that overtook the economic
impetus of the Revolution was only liberal in that wars to that point hadn't
been fought for freedom of a nation.
Wars had been totally economic conquest or religious. But to imagine that
Washington. Jefferson. Mason and the

"To imagine 17th and
/8th century American
settlements as a nation
of tolerant freethinkers
is to misunderstand history. "
rest were the last liberals is sadly mistaken. They wouldn't recognize the
America of today, and would likely be

horrified. That's not a judgment of
them, nor my own indictment of our
nation today, but a learned observation
of the contemporary views of men of
the Revolution.
As for gays in America today, to say
they are seeking recognition as a class
of people is either misguided or ignorant. I suspect the last thing American
gays seek is being considered a separate class. They want equal rights, such
as the right to marry. Gays have long
been recognized. The question is
acceptance. Polls show most Americans
arc social conservatives and oppose gay
marriage. Therein lies the fight.
And in this fight, gays and gay supporters are finding strange bedfellows.
Traditional conservatives also oppose a
constitutional amendment that limits
marriage to men/women. True conservatives object to tinkering with the
Constitution for the sake of social engineering.
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Fi iy yachts, soup kitchens
and tattoos on spring break
Hfchefe Ditto

Ditex2@wrightedu
Senior Dave Koch visited his family. "1 went to
North Carolina. I went and saw a couple lighthouses,
one of them was the Bodie Island lighthouse. I went to
an aquarium in Manteo and got to pass through the Lost
Colony of Roanoke. I also went to a Civil War battlesite. One of the best parts were the little hole in the
wall seafood and barbecue restaurants that I went to.
They had really good food."

"Mv parents went to Cancun." freshman
Stacy Langcnkamp said. " And i didn't!" If
yon found yourself among the ones who didn't go anywhere for Spring Break, consider
living vicariously through the ones who did.

Dave Koch
Stacy Langenkamp

Freshman Dan Hughes's break took him
clear across the ocean. "I went home to
Manchester, England. I basically saw all my
friends, family, old girlfriends, and got to do
a lot of things that I am not allowed to do
over here. I went to a few soccer games and
1 got a tribal tattoo on my left arm."
Dan Hudges

Sophomore Andy Drollinger also skipped the
country. ". It was a spur of the moment kind of
thing. 1 had a friend who had trouble getting into
Canada so he asked me and some of my friends to
bring him his driver's license. We ended up driving up there and helping him out. It was a great
time. I ran around drunk for two days in Canada."

Junior Andrea Hill utilized her break to help out
those that were less fortunate. "I went to New York
City on a mission : rip with Crosswalk here on campus," Hill said. "There were about 45 of us that went.
Some of stayed in Jersey and worked with a church
there, and some of us stayed in Manhattan and worked
with people that lived in Brooklyn and Queens. One
day my team went and stood in a soup line. It was a
humbling experience to stand in line at a soup kitchen
waiting to be served, instead of being the one doing
the serving."

- -f

Andy Drollinger

Senior Erica Roby and her friends went to Chicago to
check out graduate schools. "On the way to Chicago
there were a lot of truck drivers. One particular driver
held up a notepad that said "men should be dominated
by women". We were sort of freaked out the whole
time we were next to him on the highway. We were
going to stay in a hostel but it looked kinda shady, so
we ended up staying in a hotel."
y--

Erica Roby

A music education major, freshman Jessica
Welch went to Sarasota, Florida. "I went to the
Wringling Brothers Museum of Art. This museum has all sorts old paintings, sculptures and
art. They have also have a rose garden. While
we were on the beach a yacht caught fire that
was at a nearby dock wherefishermanwere
fishing. It burned for hours and it was on the
news."

Andrea Hill

Senior Rich Ludvigsen went to the Bahamas. "It was
72 degrees the entire time, no clouds, no overcasts or
anything. We came back to snow! We went swimming
n the best water ever. We got to swim with stingrays.
There was always a drink in my hand. The people in
he Bahamas don't call it getting drunk, they call it personality lubrication."
Jessica Welch

Rich Ludvigsen
Freshman Amber Eubank decided to take to the
hills. Hocking Hills. "We camped at Old man's
cave and stayed off the trails. We went climbing
on rocks...it was really pretty. The trees were
beginning to get their leaves."

Amber Eubank

Senior Adam Klawon tried his luck in Vegas. "I
gambled, drank, swam, and it was 90 degrees."

Adam Klawon

Hold on for a trip through the psyche
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Eternal Sunshin<
Mchefe Ditto
Ditto2@wrig)itedu
Forgetting has never been so easy
I know there are a few things I'd
like to forget. They range from leg
wariness and crimped hair to the
obscene amount of money I spent on
my books this quarter. Then there
are the actual people, like my Philosophy instructor and my last two
boyfrienus.
In Charlie Kauffman's new movie,
Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind, Jim Carrey does just that. He
forgets his girlfriend. But only after
she forgets him first.
A strange train ride
Carrey plays Joel Parrish, a guy

who lives in New York who decides
one day to hop a train to get the hell
out of town. While he is sitting on
this train he meets a blue haired
young woman named Clementine
Kruczynski (Kate Winslet). Immediately they have a strange cosmic
attraction and they go back to
Clementine's apartment.

REVIEW
Little do they know that both of
them have had their memories erased
of one another. Joel receives a notice
in the mail that Clementine has gone
to a place called Lacuna to erase all
memories of him, and in retaliation he
goes to the same place to have the

EVENT CALENDAR
Apri! 6

Battle of the Bands in the WSU
Multi-purpose room

April 9

Campus-wide Easter Egg Hunt
sponsored by UAB

April 16

Aerosmith with special guest Cheap
Trick

same procedure done.
Evil Frodo
Here enter the team of memory
erasers; Flijah Wood as Patrick, Mark
Ruffalo as Stan, and Kierstcn Dunst as
Mary. Their job is to go into Joel's
apartment, hook up a crazy head piecc
to Joel's head and map out the
progress of the forgetting process
while Joel's memories arc erased of
his girlfriend.
Midway through the memory erasing, the unconscious Joel decides he
doesn't want his memories erased and
causes the experiment to fail. What is
great about this sequence of the movie
are the places in his memory (like in
Joel's childhood kitchen sink and
under the kitchen table) that he
decides to hide Clementine so he

doesn't forget her.
While he is busy running around in
his brain with the psychological
Clementine. Patrick (Elijah Wood) is
moving in on the real Clementine,
using all of Joel's memories to pick
her up. Wood is a long way from his
days as Frodo. He's downright evil.
Reality disappears
What makes this film a great flick
to see that it dives down into a person's psyche—a place where not all
movies actually go. Kauffman toys
with the reality and all versions of it
in Joel's head. The movie suggests
that it takes living through and experiencing bad memories to make a person realize how important it is to have
good memories. And that is something that should never be forgotten.

Mission
To prepare Hicccwful and ethical leaders capable of
I'i-'king valued contributions within the gfolval marketplace; to ulwncc knowledge through research:
an>i to prov ide professional, entrepreneurial, a n d
economic development assistance to individuals,
businesses, organization*, and government in the
greater Miami Valley and the state of Ohio,

Values
• Commitment to m.-.avation
• Continuous improvement in all we do
• Communication skills, analytical skilU,
information technology, and ethical decision
making as intrinsic parts of the learning process
• Teamwork and respect for each other
• lifelong learning for faculty, staff, students,
and alumni
• Global perspective
• Commitment to ihe liberal arts for a
sound education
• A quality It. ning environment
• Commitment to diversity

1 care deeply about our students and I have an open-door policv. Hveryihing we d<- !•• •
give our students a solid foundation to be successful and ethical leaders for ik- »i sr , : , .
"We provide students with th<f skills businesses tell me they need: an understanding
theory- and real business issues, cflecnve communication and critical-thinkint; sk• :
learning new- technology', and the ability to work in a team.
" We constantly work with the business community to create .1 collaborative- ;
environment where students, faculty, and business leaders learn from C.K h . ><!
thinking about a career in business, consider Wright State I nivmitv
Berk wood M. Farmer
Dean, Raj Soin College of Business
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7:40
7:35
7:26
730
7 15
7 18
7.22
820
8:25
8:11
8:15
807
8:03
800
9.10
9.00
9:05
8:56
8:48
852
845
9:45
9:50
9:55
9:41
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9.30
ii:33
10.40
10.35
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10:26
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10.22
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5:25
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6.05
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8:45
7 05
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7 45
8:05
8:25
8:45
3 05
9:25
945
10-05
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8:35
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2:35
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SHUTTLES RUN 1~'\ " V WHiLE CLASSES ARE :N
ANffDURING 'FINALS VV^EK
NO SHUTTLE DURING BREAKS OR UNIVERSITY-OBSERVED HOLIDAYS.
ALL SHUTTLES ARE WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
NO CHARGE FOR ROUTES 1 AND 2
SI CHARGE EACH WAY FOR ROUTE 3 {EXAC T CHANG PLEASE)

20 Ways to be a Cheapskate
Mefexla Ameti
amett.l9@wrightedu
Being labeled a chciormally not a good thing
adorn
college student, however,,
heap
is a dire necessity With the rts : cost
of tuition, not to nit,'ion outrageous
gas prices, college students face an
ever-pressing need to save money in
order for their future success.
There arc many new and creative
ways in which the average college student can save money. The first thing to
remember is that every penny counts.
So instead of leaving a penny on the
ground when you walk by, pick it up
and save it for a rainy day. Use an old
milk carton and keep your pennies in
there. Eventually it'll add up to a heft)
sum.
Remember when gas was only 99
cents? Well to save money on gas
which has risen to an average of a
S1.80, remember to tip the gas hose

every time you fill up. By raising the
gas hose high above your head, you're
guaranteed to get that last bit of gasoline that you actually paid for. but
which hasn't made it into your fuel
tank.
What about McDonalds and other
fast food joints? Remember when a
value meal cost less than S3.00? Well
to save money here the choice is simple. Don't order very much. All the fast
food joints have a dollar menu. Try and
survive on a sandwich and French fries
which will only cost you 2 bucks.
Always remember thai water is free (at
least in this part of Ohio).
Fast food joints and restaurants are
also a great place to stock up on your
condiments. Places like Burger King
and Wendy's have ketchup, salt, forks,
spoons, and napkins at your disposal.
When you purchase a meal, load your
tray d<nvn with these items and then
stow them in your purse or backpack.
Also keep in mind if you're sitting
down at a fast food restaurant that has

self-service drink fountains, always
order a small sized drink. Why pay a
dollar more when you can refill a
smaller size as many times as you want
for half the price?
Want to save money on text books?
Find people who have already taken the
class that you're about to take and offer
them more money than what they'll get
at the bookstore for selling their books
back. Most people will take you up on
the offer if you're going lo pay 5-10
dollars more for a book than what
they'll get to return it. Don't know anyone who took the class your taking?
Ask the professor who taught it last
quarter. They might be able to give you
a few names and then you can look up
the email addresses.
Finally, never turn down a free meal.
In ot! er words, don't hesitate to take
hand-outs, parental offerings, or rides
to work or school. There are always
ways to cut comers, you've just got to
wati i out for them.
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Put
yourself
into some
summer,
classes at
Columbus
State, ano'
put yourself
ahead next
fall.

There's a way to improve
your g r a d e s next fall that
blows away PDAs, the
Internet, tutors, or dating
a good note taker.
While y o u ' r e h o m e this
summer, just knock off
a few core graduation
requirements or m a j o r
prerequisites at
Columbus State.
Our short-term c o u r s e s
let you d o a full- credit
class in a m o n t h to six

w w w . t

weeks, s o you might
be able to squeeze in a
couple courses.
We've got your back on
credit transfers too. Our
academic advisors will
s h o w you the ropes on
getting all those h o u r s
to hit your transcript.
Call u s or visit our website for more information
o n taking s u m m e r
courses at C o l u m b u s
State.

h e g u a r d

Convenient
Campus
Centers
Dublin
Cahanmi
Goodalc ib'IrctrtMl
ItaJcs Centcrt
Downitnvn
Main Campu.s
Marysvillc
Southeast
SouthwcM
at Bolton I «ckJ
south western
at Grnvc Caiy
Wfcstcrvjlle

Apply and register now
at www.cscc.edu
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1-800-621-6407
614-287-5353
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Education that WORKS.
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Save plastic bags from
Walmart and Mcijer and use
them for trash bags.
Shampoo and Conditioner
can be watered down and still
be effective.
When using a debit card
always choose the credit
option to avoid unnecessary
fees.
Buy store brand items. Most
of the time you'll never know
the difference (except for
items such as toilet paper—
just a word to the wise).
Recycle soda and beer cans.
Remember that water is free
in most restaurants.
Don't forget about the
drive-end. Two movies for the
price of half an adult ticket at
an indoor theatre.
Ride a bike or rollerblade
when ever you can to save on
gas.
Rent movies from your local
library. Return on time, no
fine.
Don't be afraid of cheap beer.
It might be a little rough
going down, but the results
are all the same.
Don't nickel and dime
yourself to death by buying
snacks from the vending
machine. Save your change.
It'll add up eventually.
Quit smoking. Is S4.00 a pack
really worth it?
Stay in on a Friday night and
play cards with friends rather
than spend money at a night
club or bar.
Eat more soup. Its cheap and
good for you at the same
time.
Don't be afraid to take the
bus. It make take awhile
longer, but it'll get you where
you're going.
Don't throw away empty
butter containers. They make
good Tupperware once
they're cleaned out.
Forgo expensive tanning
salons and lay out in the real
sunshine whenever you can.
Don't throw away your jeans
that are worn-out in the
knees. Make them into shorts.
After a few washings they'll
look like genuine cut-offs.
Save your old t-shirts. They
make excellent drying rags
when cleaning your car.
Get rid of cable or satellite
service. Read a book instead.

c o m

Garrison's " 0 Taste and See: Food Poems" wins award
Mkheie Ditto
(SttoJ2@wr^htedu

Pudding House Publications recently
honored WSU's David Lee Garrison's
book of poetry, "O Taste and Sec: Food
Poems." with the American Poetry
Anthology Award.
The publisher of the book. Bottom
Dog Press, said that this award is
designed to "honor an anthology of artfully crafted poems that contribute to
the body of literature that makes a positive impact on our lives."

understand...an ode to a radish is just
that; an ode to a radish."
Included among the poels in the
book arc poet laureate Billy Collins.
Allen Ginsberg, Rita Dove. Mark Doty.
Robert Frost and William Carlos
Williams.

Food Poems

Da\id l ee Garrison

American Poetry Anthology Award
honors "O Taste and See"
The Award
The Unitarian Universalis! Poets and

Divided into eight sections that consist of family, friends, love, garden,
odes, stories, market and world, all the
poems have a food theme. Garrison
said that the idea for the book was bom
when he was teaching a writer's workshop at Antioch College in Yellow
Springs.
Garrison said he was standing in line
at the cafeteria when he turned to a
friend and began discussing how poems
often have references to food. "Then
arc poems in this book about hunger,
ethnic foods, a number of poems about
love and gluttony... food just touchcs so
many areas of our lives."
Over 2000 poems were submitted for
a chance to appear in the book, and
Garrison and fellow editor Terry
Hermsen chose about 100 poems. "We
wanted the poems to be accessible: we
didn't want something to be so hard to

tov, which is the first poem that appears
in the book. The title also has some
religious meaning, as it comes from
Psalm 34 in the Bible, which reads "Oh
taste and see the goodness of the Lord",
which is also a hymn often sung during
Communion during mass.
Garrison, as well as some of the
poets featured in the book, will be signing copies of the book on April 2. 2(104.
at Hooks & Company, 350 E. Stroop
Road in Kettering, from 7:30p.m. to
8:25p.m. Refreshments will be provided from Figlio's Italian Restaurant.
3 Poems bv Edmund Conti from "O
Taste and See: Food Poems"
Where lliere is smoke, there's dinner
Modern day cooking
Is easy and fun
When the smoke alarm
Goes off. it's done
Blueberries
There's never enough in
A blueberry muffin

O Taste and Sec
Garrison said that the title, "O Taste
and See", came from the title of a poem
by a Jewish poet named Denise Lever-

Summer Haiku
Sweet corn for dinner
Grinning
From ear to ear
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Setters Sports & Lounge
Setter's Spring Volleyball Leagues!
Volleyball Starts March 12
Info at www.daytonvbc.com
email: setters_vball@hotmail.com
•Refs Needed! •Summer Leagues Start in June

Sto™ 1 *""".!.!,, friend

Open Daily at 2pm. Closed Sundays • Pool tables and dart boards
6 Outdoor Sand Volleyball Courts

Call for more info: 228-2255 • 1008 Gateway Dr., Dayton

Great Job Opportunities!!
Hiring Students Part-Timo NOW and Full-Tlmo During

Flexible
Hours
&
We offer 10-40+

Summer

& Broaks

GREAT
PAY !!
hours/week

Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.75 - $12.00/ H o u r

461-6028

2344 Grange Hall Rd.
Beauercreek

431-8751

Located
Here In Dayton,
Just
Minutes
from Campus!!

Show Student ID
to Receiue a 10% discount.

Call Rich or Gar today to set up an interview!
Work

Weekends,

Holidays,

or Part

Time

During

the School

Only $9.90 for a haircut.

Yei

Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend !
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By Nate Fakes
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Dear Mamma Souffle

f

1 went to Panama City for Spring Break last week. I had a great
time and even met a girl named Sara from a different university.
Wc hit it off really well and spent most of the week together. One
night I went out drinking with my friends and got really drunk.
My friends were teasing me about Sara, saying that I couldn't
possibly be in love with her. So to prove it I went and got a tattoo
on my upper arm that has her name in the middle of a heart with
an arrow drawn through it. I showed it to Sara the very next day
and told her how much I loved her. Well, she laughed at me and
then told me we were through. Now' I'm stuck with this permanent
tattoo with the name of a girl who dumped me. Help!
Sincerely,
Never Get Drunk on Love
Dear Never Get Drunk on Love,
I'm sorry to say that you've fallen into the most tragic of all love
situations. Didn't your mother ever tell you that the only person
whose name you should tattoo on your body is hers? I mean your
mother's love is the only one you'll always be able to count on.
So my advice to you is try and have the name Sara altered. If
you're lucky, your mother's name is something like Sandra or
Sandy as these names can easily be made from the name Sara.
If you're not interested in having your mother's name tattooed
on your arm, there arc plenty of other name options. For instance
you could change the Sara to Sarasota and tell people that you're
from Florida and you got the tattoo because you were really
homesick.
Or you could have the name changed to Sahara and you can
tell people that you spent a year in Arabia when you were younger
and while there you feel in love with the desert. Or maybe while
there you feel in love with an Arab Princess but you were unable
to stay with her because she had to marry a prince and you're just
some poor guy from the United States. This could be an especially
wonderful tale to share with any future girlfriends, as it i- likely
to make them swoon with romantic desire.
Some tattoos can also be altered into a picture of something
else. Visit your local tattoo parlor and ask the artists there if they
might be able to make the heart into the eye of a giant serpent that
covers your whole arm or something like that. The possibilities
are endless.
If you have no desire to go back under the needle again, there
are several other options for your consideration. The first and easier one would be to start dating only girls with the first name
Sara. Sooner or later, you're bound to fall in love with one of
them. When that happens you can reveal the tattoo and tell them
that it's brand new. Of course, depending on how long it takes you
to get one of them to fall in love with you. you might have to get
the colors retouchcJ.
Make sure that you keep the tattoo covered through the duration of your courtships with any of the girls named Sara. Always
wear long sleeves or sleeves long enough to cover it. If you want
to go swimnujig, buy one of those large bandages and tell them
that you had surgery on your arm.
A final solution that you could consider is purchasing a dog
and naming h<.r Sara. Eventually you'll fall in love with the dog
and the tattoo will have its original meaning. And as my ole'
Grand Pappy Souffle used to say. "Make sure the iron's hot before
you brand the cow."
Mainma Souffle
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Success didn't
go to his head,
it went to
his neighbor.

COMING SOON TO THEATRES EVERYWHERE
m
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Raide

ready to start Horizon League play

Coach Nu, ;hwitz reaches milestone with win over Oakland
then battled the Black Knights of Army
and, behind a complete game effort by
Kyle Kcarcher, were able to win the
The men's baseball team has
late game 15-3. All nine of the Raiders
amassed an 8-13 record thus far in the
starters collected hits. Freshman Ross
season after a home stint with Oakland
Vagedes led the way going four-forbefore the break, a seven game scries in
four with four RBI's. Bryan Vickers
Bradenton, Florida during spring break
was two-for-two with two walks and
and their latest series at Indiana Univerthree scored runs. Ross Oedcr was
sity.
three-for-six with an RBI and a stolen
Against Oakland at Ron Nischwitz
base, and Chris Coleman went threcstadium, the men won two of three
for-five with two RBI.
games on Saturday and Sunday March
On Saturday the 21st, the men
13th and 14th. In the opener on Saturplayed Northern Iowa in a see-saw batday, the men won by the slim margin of
tle. The men led 5-2 early but weren't
1-0. Chris Coleman had a solid first
able ' > pick up the win, losing late 10game, striking out his first nine batters
6. The men were right back in action on
and allowing only three hits. The lone
Sunday as they played the Big Ten's
RBI for the Raiders came in the fifth
Northwestern Wildcats. The men lost
inning off the bat of Dan Biedenham
their second straight when the Wildcats
The second game was also a victory for
Ross f agates U6, catches aflybaUin a game scored the lone run of the game in the
the Raiders. The men tied things 2-2 in
sixth
inning to pull out the 1-0 victory.
over spring break.
the sixth inning off an RBI ground out
The final two games at IMG were
men packed for a seven game series at
from Bryan Vickers and an RBI single
positives for the men. The Raiders
the IMG Academies in Bradenton.
by Ross Vagedes. Both teams went
picked up victories over WisconsinFlorida, in which they competed with
scoreless until the 17th inning when
Milwaukee on Monday the 22nd and
teams from all across the U.S.
Ross Oedcr was able to score off a
Dartmouth on Tuesday the 23rd.
On Thursday the 18th. the men
Coleman single for the 3-2 victory. For
Against the Panthers of Milwaukee the
lost their first game to the Minutemcn
Head Coach Ron Nischwitz the victory
men
trailed for most of the game but
of the University of Massachusetts by a
was number 850, just another milestone score of 15-3. On Friday the 19th. the
with two outs in the ninth inning, they
for the 30 year head coach The Sunday men played both Vermont and Army,
were able to pull out the 5-4 victory. A
finale was less fruitful for the Raiders
passed ball squirted through and Ross
splitting the two games. Vermont was
as they lost 9-6.
Oeder was able to slide home just
able to pull out the 6-1 victory over the
After their series with Oakland the Raiders in the early contest. The men
before the tag. Pat Masters led the
Raiders going thrce-for-five with three

RBI's, Oedcr himself went one-for four
and scored three runs, including the
game winner. The men won .another
close match against Dartmouth 6-5.
Sophomore Chris Coleman picked up
the victory on the mound for the
Raiders, his third of the season. Coleman also put work in at the plate, going
one-for-thrce and scoring the winning
run. The team finished their trip to
Florida with a 3-4 record at IMG Academies.
Last weekend the men traveled to
Bloomington, Indiana for a doubleheader with the Hoosicrs. The men lost
both contests by margins of 6-4 and 81. Coleman got the start for the first
game and senior Kyle Young worked
the mound in the second game. Coleman gave up six runs, allowed eight
hits and struck out two in six innings'
work. Young pitched six and two-third
innings, giving up six runs and allowing seven hits in the loss.

Burk&24@wrigtedu

Lady Raiders struggle on the road

KarisL Day
day^li^wri^tedu
While Wright State University was
on hiatus, the Lady Raider Softball
team was in full swing, traveling to
Bloomington, IN and Lcland. FL for
two very testing tournaments.
The Raiders did not fare well
before returning home last Thursday
from the Stetson Invitational. The
women played eight games in four days
in windy Florida, and the road bug has
finally bitten them. "We've been on the
road for the past month," senior Becky
Babin said of the slip in their record.
"Everyone is tired of traveling and
wants to get home in front of our fans,
play on our own field and sleep in our
own beds before we play."
WSU went 1 -7 over spring break
in Florida, losing two game, each to
Cornell University, Stetson University
and Drcxel University. They split
games with Jacksonville State University on Tuesday. March 23rd. Head coach
Sheila Nahrgang said. "Of course the
one win wasn't what we had hoped for,
w

w

w

.

t

but we played some very difficult
teams." Some of the teams the Raiders
played over the break have 20 plus
wins so far this year.

need to pick up their game in practice
to play better in games. Hopefully
being at home will motivate the team to
play together," Babin said of their
homecoming.
The Raiders also faced Indiana
"Everyone is tired of travel- University.
Western Michigan University and Loyola University on Saturday.
ing and wants to get home
March 13th. They dropped all four
in front of our fans, play on
games at the Indiana University Classic. The competition was tough once
our own field and sleep in
again, but the Raiders played well all
weekend, losing by a small margin in
our own beds before we
most games. The Raiders hit fairly well
play."
all weekend, but could not field or hit
against Loyola on Sunday.
Senior, Becky Babin
WSU goes into the weekend with
a 10-17 record overall. The box score
for the Raider's game against the UniThe Raiders lost to host Stetson, 7- versity of Dayton was not available
3 and 13-5. Senior Erin Hanlon and
prior to print. They face IPFW on
freshman Amanda Cody both homered
Thursday at 3:30 and UW-Green Bay
against Stetson. Their efforts were not
over the weekend at WSU. With league
good enough to lift the team out of the
play starting up the Raiders will be
hole, the theme of the entire week.
looking to build momentum heading
"When our pitchers were on, our hitters towards the Horizon League tournawere off. When our hitters were on, our ment. where they will attempt to defpitchers were off. We just didn't play in fend their crown.
sink with one another. Everyone will
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STANDINGS
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1

H o r i z o n l . -ague S t a n d i n g s

J

Conference Overall 1
Baseball
UIC

0-0

12-8

UW-Milwaukee

0-0

7-8

Wright State

0-0

8-13

Butler

0-0

7-12

Youngstown State

0-0

4-13

Cleveland State

0-0

2-11

Detroit

0-0

1-12

Loyola

2-1

12-14

Butler

2-1

6-21

Detroit

1-2

8-11

Cleveland State

1-2

6-15

Youngstown State

0-0

14-8

UIC

0-0

11-15

UW-Green Bay

0-0

10-17

Wright State

0-0

3-12

| Softball

r

Track kicks off outdoor season on trip south
Lady Raiders produce fast times at Emory invitational
>-24@wri^itedu
The women's track team opened
: outdoor season on a week-long
S(,, ing Break trip that took them to
meets at South Alabama and Emory
Universities where they finished 12th
of 12 and 6th of 25 teams respectively.
On Saturday the 20th. the women
traveled to Mobile, Alabama for the
South Alabama Invitational. They were
led by Jessica Stanley's second place
toss in the discus throw of 36.13 meters
and her third placc toss in the shot put
of 11.47 meters.
Also competing in the shot put
was Courtney Mann who threw 10.93
meters tor a 6th placc finish.
In the pole vault, the women were
led by Lauren Brandin's 7th place vault
of 9' 10". Jill Britton also vaulted, finishing 10th on an 8' vault. Catherine
Mako finished 12th in the long jump
off a 4.44 meter leap.
In the 100-meter hurdles, Jenn
Williamson finished in 8th place after a
15.79 second performance. Kelly Bloemer finished in 13th. running 17.87

seconds. Bloemer also finished 9th in
the 400-hurdles in a time of 73.53 seconds while teammate Stephanie Supan
finished in 5th place in a lime of 68.53.
Ashlie Jenkins led the sprinters
finishing 6th in the 100 and 9th in the
200 in times of 12.65 and 26.08 seconds. Stephanie Supan finished 9th in
the 100 in 12.86. and Jenn Williamson
finished 20th in the 200 in a time of
28.67. In the 400. Tana Blakely finished 6th in a time of 60.23. and
Stephanie Francis finished 7th in a time
of 60.99. In the 800. Melissa Dan/er
finished 9ih in a time of 2 min. 36 see.,
and in the 1500. Marie McVetta finished 9th in a time of 5 min. 4 sec.,
while Ashley Shafer ran to an 1 Ith
place finish in a time of 5 min. 10 sec.
The four-by-four-hundred relay team
finished 6th in a time of 4 min. 15 sec.
The women then stayed in Florida
for the week to pn >are for the Emory
Invitational this past weekend in
Atlanta. There the women finished an
impressive 6th out of 25 teams, scoring
46 points in total.
The ladies were led by Jill Britton's 2nd place finish in pole vault. The

freshman vaulted 10*6" while fellow
freshman Lauren Brandin finished 5th
place with a 9'6" vault of her own.
Jenkins finished 5th in both the 100 and
200-meter races. Blakely and Francis
finished 7th and 16th places in times of
59.59 seconds and 62.75 seconds
respectively. McVetta and Shafer once
again ran the 1500 in times of 5 min..
and 5 min. 6 sec., respectively.
In the hurdles, the Raiders were
led by Supan's 4th place finish in a
time of 65.69 seconds. Kelly Bloemer
also finished 19th for the Raiders in a
time of 74.72 seconds.
Jessica Stanley once again compet-

ed well for the Raiders in the shot put
and discus, finishing in >th and 4th
places respectively on tosses of 38*9"
and 37.17 meters. Courtney Mann finished 8th and 7th in the same events on
heaves of 36'8" and 35.62 meters The
duo was in action yet again in the Hammer throw where Stanley threw 33.35
meters, good for 7th place and Mann
threw 28.21 meters, good for 14th
place. In the long jump. Catherine
Mako and Jamie Paige tied for 17th
place on jumps of 15' 1
The women will be in competition
this weekend at the Ohio Invitational in
Athens.

The College Store Testimonial

•EMU!
Baseball:
31 Wednesday Toledo
2 Friday Detroit
3 Saturday Detroit (DH)
4 Sunday Detroit
6 Tuesday at Kent State
Softball:
31 Wednesday Dayton (DH)
1 Thursday IPFW
3 Saturday UW-Grcen Bay (DH)
4 Sunday UW-Green Bay
6 Tuesday at Toledo (DH)
Track and Field:
3 Saturday at Ohio Invitational
Coif:
2-3 Fri-Sat. at Cleveland State Invitational
Women's Tennis:
3 Saturday at St. Louis
3 Saturday at Washington (MO)
5 Monday at Dayton
Men's Tennis:
31 Wednesday at Kentucky
3 Saturday at St. Louis
I
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I was confused on where to
buy my books.

—' A You actually do have a choice.
Did you Know the best place to buy books <s right
me street from Wright Stale University?
Buy used books from us and you wil
money! The College Store, is your convenient
alternative

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy
www.collegestore.com
(937) 427-3338

Tennis struggles in first outdoor matches of the year
Brian Butt awarded Horizon League Flayer of the Week for stellar play
KarisL Day

again the only Raiders to even come
close to winning, 6-2. 6-4 and 6-0, 7-5,
respectively. The women also took their
turns at some doubles competition. Culbertson and Lee were defeated 8-1 by
Garcia and Petya Jesse Yaneva (Bulgaria) of Florida Gulf Coast. The team of
Maggie Jacobs and Beckett couldn't
quite hang on as they were toppled 8-5.
In the third doubles match, Jennifer
Bagby and Carla Haun also fell short,
8-4.
Culbcrtson was quick to note that,
"This was our first time hitting outdoors. It really makes a difference
when you are used to playing indoors
all winter." Florida Gulf Coast was definitely at an advantage because, "it was
so windy."
The men also faced a tough Florida Gulf Coast team. Their roster is full
of upperclassmen that come from great
tennis backgrounds. Prcsti Pierangelo
was the only Raider to step up to the
plate as he lost the fifth singles match
to Yuri Mantilla, 7-5, 6-4. Scott Haydcn
was able to score a few points, 6-3, 6-2.
WSU was forced to forfeit the sixth
singles match as well as the third dou-

dayi21@migfitafc
Spring btv
i so kind to
the men's and vs
nnis teams, as
they were both d
Florida Gulf
Coast University u.
lycrs, FL.
The men a.'so lost to Stv. on University
(Deland, FL,, while the women fell to
Maryland-Baltimore County in Orlando, FL.
Still plagued by injuries, the
women did manage to post one victory
against UMBC on March 23rd, courtesy of freshman Audra Beckett
(Hamilton, OH). She won the third singles match against Aimec Lim in an
extended battle, 3-6, 6-4. 10-2. Also
fighting a close match was sophomore
Laura Culbcrtson. Unfortunately, she
lost 5-7,6-2, 10-2. In the number one
singles spot, Jessica Lee fought hard in
the first set 6-4, but failed to seal the
victory in the second, 6-2. The final
score on the day was 5-1.
They then went on to face a very
stacked Florida Gulf Coast team. Lee
faced Columbian, Juliana Garcia, losing
6-0, 6-1. Beckett and Culbertson were

for All-Pro tailback
Trent Mont^mecy

Trackl600@hotr. aixom

University Medical Services Association, Inc.

Corey Dillon could have his wish
of being traded fulfilled as early as
Thursday at the NFL owners' meeting.
Reports have surfaced that Cincinnati
could deal the tailback to his team of
choice, the Oakland Raiders, if the circumstances arc right.
Dillon, who will be remembered
as one of the Bengals' best rushers, has
been a nuisance and a source of controversy ever since he became part of the
organization. These problems as well as
an injury-prone year and a less than
productive season are what have finally
brought the Bengals to the realization
that they must rid themselves of this
problem.
For years the Bengals had been the
laughing stock of the NFL and struggled to win week in and week out.
Through those years, Dillon was the
one bright spot, and as a result he was
never happy with his team's losing
ways. Cincinnati turned things around
this season however and put themselves
back into the mix. but Dillon was still
unhappy.
If you ask me. Corey Dillon is an
amazing athlete and a true freak of
nature who happened to play for one of
the league's worst teams, but at the
same time. I think Dillon is a selfish
and arrogant person, who does not care
about anything but himself. When the
Bengals were losing it was easy to give

Lynn A. Crosby, MD
Ronald Lakatos. MD
Richard T. Laughlin, MD
Matthew W. Lawless, MD
Michael J. Prayson, MD
Corey B. Russell, DPM

Specializing in:
Spine

Fractures
Correction of Spine Deformities
Lower Back Pain

Shoulder and Elbow

Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
Rotator Cuff Disorders
Complicated Shoulder Problems

Sports Medicine and
General Orthopaedics

Foot and Ankle

Podiatry

Reconstruction Fractures

For referrals go to Student Health or contact us directly.

208-2091
w

w

30 E. Apple Street, Suite 5250
At Miami Valley Hospital
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Bengals looking to get
rid of Dillon and soon
second round pick

A Department of Wright State University and

Total Hip and Knee Replacement
Arthroscopic Surgery

nately. injury sidelined him from seeing
action on this trip.
Versus Stetson, the Raider men did
not fare as well. Kevin Teufel did come
close to victory in the very difficult
match up against Vittorio Fratta
(Uruguay), losing 6-3, 6-4. The Hatters
"This was our first time hitof Stetson captured their twentieth conting outdoors. It really
secutive win on the season after defeating the Raiders 7-0. The team of Haymakes a difference when
dcn and Teufel also lost by a slim margin
9-7 in doubles competition.
you are use to playing
The men are now 2-15. Their
indoors all winter."
scores for Tuesday's cross-town rivalry
against the University of Dayton were
- Sophomore, Laura Culbertsonnot available prior to print. The women
will take their 2-16 record to St. Louis
the week for thefirstweek in March. this Saturday to face Missouri. The
He earned this award by winning his
Raiders only have a few matches
singles and double matches against
remaining to make an impact before the
Cleveland State University. UnfortuHorizon League Championships.

• Cincinnati wants

University Orthopaedics
& Sports Medicine

Adult Reconstruction

bles match which was to feature Brian
Butt and Pierangelo.
Butt was honored earlier as the
Horizon League male tennis player of
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him the benefit of the doubt and say
that he was frustrated with being the
star of a bad team, but now that they
are winning what is his excuse for not
being happy?
Since the season finished up it has
been evident that Dillon would most
likely never suit up in a Bengals' uniform again. You would think this would
make him happy, but he has continued
to badmouth his soon-to-be former
teammates and coaches, on live television. For what? To me it is all pretty
simple; Dillon is so selfish that he must
prove to himself that he is .still worth
something to somebody, and so he
attacks those that he sees as threatening
his image.

Sports
commentary
When he was recently on a sports
talk show, Dillon lashed out at a former
teammate for saying he couldn't wait
till Dillon was gone and basically made
it clear that many Bengals weren't
going to miss him. Dillon then fired
back trying to discredit the player. My
question to Corey would be, why are
you so mad? You wanted out and your
teammates are saying that's ok with
them; we will be fine without him.
The Bengals will benefit greatly
from getting rid of Dillon, and I think
they know that. I only hope that they
get what they want for him and that in
the end Corey might actually be able to
enjoy himself, because it must be
awfully hard being unhappy all the
time.

Campus Rec ready to kick off spring activities
Intramural Softball Isagues should be popular again this spring
have to default, they will lose their S20
bond fee. Also. Campus Recreation
workers will carry around palm pilots
to scan Wright One Cards of those that
arc playing." Butkiewicz also said.
"Softball is a sport that
Softball is just one of four leagues
everyone can play. It's slow offered by Campus Recrcation. Outdoor
soccer, tennis and 3 on 3 sand volleypitch which makes more
ball are also available for students. The
captains' meetings for these sports are
people come out to play."
Monday, April 5th from 5-6:30p.m. in
-Graduate Assistant, J.T. El63 SU.
Butkiewicz
Campus Recrcation also holds its
Seven Player Softball Tourney on April
24th from 10-6 pm. Team rosters arc
The handbill for the Spring 2004 due by 5p.m. just two days earlier,
Schedule is available online, outside the which is followed by a captain's meeting. These teams arc not required to be
Campus Recreation office, located in
registered in the Softball Leagues menE009 Student Union and at the Rec
tioned
above.
Desk, also in the basement of the StuIn addition to the Softball Tourney,
dent Union. It gives times and dates
several other special events will also
that the teams will play. They hold 3-7
take place this spring. Registrations for
p.m. time slots on Monday through
these happenings occur at the tournaThursday. All of this information will
ment site. These include the "April
be given at the captains meeting next
Aftermath" 3 on 3 Basketball TournaTuesday. April 6th from 5:00-6:30 in
ment on April 7th from 3-7. a Mud VolEl56 SU.
leyball Tournament on May 15th and a
"A forfeit bond has been put into
CREC Scholarship Golf Scramble at
place this year as well as a new identithe Locust Hills Country Club on June
fication system to check students' status. If teams do not give us notification 4th.
Overall, any of these events arc a
that they will not be able to play or

season. Usually 15 teams are men's and
15 arc co-rcc."

«~wLDay

shtedu
. out the bats; it's time for all
tents to join in on the fun and
join
ramural softball team. Mother Natuu is teasing us with stints of
warm, beautiful weather, so what better
way is there to enjoy the sun and get
exercise at the same time? Leagues are
forming now and rosters are due this
Friday, April 2nd at 5 pm.
Four leagues exist for students to
choose from. Greeks, organizations,
housing mates and free agents may
form teams. These groups are then
divided up into men's and co-ed teams.
There are no women's teams in place
this season, but women are encouraged
and welcome to join.
It is an excellent way to meet people and get out of that winter slump.
The Campus Recreation staff will help
those individuals who have been unable
to form a team of their own by drafting
them to an already formed team. Everyone has the ability to join.
"Softball is a sport that everyone
can play. It's slow pitch which makes
more people come out to play," Graduate Assistant J.T. Butkiewicz said about
the popular league. "We will probably
have anywhere from 20-40 teams this

Division

Time

Independent

Thursdays. 5pm
Thursdays, 6pm

Housing

Thursdays, 5pm
Thursdays. 6pm

Greek

Thursdays, 4pm

Organization

Mondays, 5pm

Co-Rcc

Mondays. 6pm
Tuesdays, 6pm
Wednesdays, 5pm

great way to strengthen friendships and
bodies. Regardless of your ability,
you'll have a great time hanging out
with people in friendly competition.
Any questions should be directed to the
Campus Recreation office at 775-5815,
or visit the Campus Rec website at
www.wright.edu/students/rec.

Brookstone
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What makes this student so smart?

CALL

• She owns a maintenance-free home!
- She doesn't have to gamble for a new place to live
each year, or deal with a sublease.
> When she graduates, she can sell her condo and use
the profits to make a dent in those student loans.

- 5537

"Workout" - Nature of the Job,
Growth
Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at
FedEx Ground, it's like a paid workout.
The work's demanding, but the rewards
are big. Come join our team, get a
weekly paycheck, tuition assistance
and break a sweat with the nation's
package delivery leader.

Condominium Homes
from the $90's
320-1150

PARVT1ME PACKAGE HANDLERS

Qualifications:

18 y « . , o. ofctor

.

Po(Him„

5<jay w # e k

T!
Ability lo load. unload.
and sort pockogei

' J8.509 00/h. lo
scheduled rai«»

Visit our decorated models
Mon - Fri 11:00 - 7 00 Sat - Sun 12:00 - 7:00
Directions:
1-675 to south on North Fairfield. Left on
New Germany-Trebein, right on Lillian Lane.

Apply In person at:
FedEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Huber Heights, OH 45424

i\o&

Fedex.com/us/carecrs
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Golf places ninth at the Eastern Kentucky Invitational
ii Raiders beginning

at the UTC-Geico Direct Spring Im National in Savannah. Georgia, the men
were in 18lh , lace in the IS team field.
Junior Marty Miller was tops for the
Raiders, shooting a 155 over two
rounds, good for 2Nth place. Also after
two rounds Brandon Knutson was in
<S0th place with a l(>5. Brandon Judy
was in 87th place with a l(>7. Michael
Tipton was in 76th with a 163 and Ryan
Hamilton was in 92nd with a 170. The
men then finished the tournament in
17th place, playing another IS holes on
Sunday the 14th. Miller shot a 7S on
the day and slipped to 35th place, but
was still the top Raider finisher. Other
Raider finishers were Brandon Knutson
who shot a 75 and finished 66th.
Michael Tipton who shot an SO and finished in 7Xth, Brandon Judy who shot a

to see improvement
av

rough start

JoshBt •
Burtoe-24t

du

The men's golf team competed in
the iTC-Cieico Direct Spring Invitational before spring break and at botli
the El Diablo Intercollegiate and the
Eastern Kentucky University Spring
Invitational over spring break, finishing
17th. 17th and 9th places in the respective tournaments.
After the first day of competition

7S ami finished 80th and Rvan Hamilton who shot an S5 and finished '>4th
I hc Citadel was the only team that the
Raiders defeated.
The next slop for the men was a
Spring Break trip to Citrus Springs.
Florida lor the El Diablo Intercollegiate. After the first day of competition
Wright State was in 16th place of 17
teams. The men were led by Brandon
Judy and Brandon Knutson who both
shot 15S for the first two rounds of play
and were tied for 57th place. Marty
Miller shot a 159 and was in 64th
place. Tate Prows was in 89th after
shooting a 167 and Ryan Hamilton was
in 90th place after shooting a 169. On
Sunday the 21st. the men slipped back
one spot to 17th place. In the last round
the men were led once again by Brandon Knutson who shot a team tournament low 73 to move up to 27th place.
Other Raider finishers were Marty
Miller who finished in 55th place after
shooting a 78. Brandon Judy who fin-

Sports
Comments

ished 72nd shooting an 83. Tate Prows
who shot an S5 foi 89th place and Ryan
Hamilton who also shot an 85 to finish
91 st.
The last trip for the Raiders was
last weekend's Eastern Kentucky
Spring Invitational in Richmond The
men were in ninth place of fifteen aftet
two rounds on Friday and finished in
ninth after the final round on Saturday.
On Friday Brandon Knutson led the
way shooting a 146. good for tenth
place. Brandon Judy finished the day
26th with a 150. Michael Tipton was in
40th place with a 154. Marty Miller in
47th place with a 155 and Zach Allen
in 68th place with a 158. On Saturday
the men were led by Michael Tipton's
team tournament low 68. Tipton finished tied for 20th place with Brandon
Judy who shot a 72. Brandon Knutson
finished the tournament in 16th place
after shooting a final round 74. Marty
Miller shot a 73 to finish in 42nd. and
Zach Allen shot a 79 to finish 71st.

or
Questions
at

Get on your soapbox!

sports @ yahoo.com

guardian

Write a letter to the opinions editor.
include your name, year at WSU, major
and contact information. Drop it off in
W016 Student Union.

The Guardian.
Every Wednesday.
w h a t ' s
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Uve Weil and Save Money
1 Bedroom $375 Month
$199 Deposit
10 MINUTES ROM W.S.U.

WE BUY & SELL
JEANS • SHIRTS • SHORTS • TANKS
JACKETS • SWEATERS • BELTS • HATS
PURSES • SHOES & BOOTS • CDS
AND MUCH MORE!

PLATA'S
C—- I
V
B r a n d

•r

-- |

N a m e

v D L_

p

I

Teen Wear"

platoscloset.com

Beavercreek
T
2476 Commons Blvd
off N. Fairfield next to
Golden Corral
937-427-5224

Lovington Arms Apartments
937-878-5991
www.lovingtonarms.com

Seli your stuff to Plato's Closer* and
it might as well be lined with cash1
We buy and sell gently used current
styles and accessories.

Your design or nine!
BODY PIERCING
AND JEWELRY
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
LICENSED
767-7144
115 GLEN ST. YEllOW SPRINGS

STORE HQ MBS,

Monday Ihni Salurday
10 a
Sunday ... Noon lo 5 p ir
S^SS! " " " "

Clams, Wings,
Shrimp and
Oyster Roasts

IS?™

Centerville
101 E.Alex Bell Rd.
In Cross Pointe Center
937-312-9321
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453 Miamishurg-CenterviUe Rd.

6851 MiHer Lane

Dayton, OH 45459

Dayton, OH 45414
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Classifieds
Help Wp^ted_
Tutor needed for VVSi
CS/CEG courses (espei.
$20.00/hour. Contact D<*
Mon-Fridav. 255- '232.

133).
11

Make Money takii.,' Online Surveys.
Ham SI0-S125 for Surx eys. Earn $25S250 for Focus Groups
Visit www.cash4students.com/wright
CAMP 1AKAJO for Hoys. Naples,
Maine. Picturesque lakefront location,
excepiona! facilities. Mid-June thru
mid-August. Over 100 counselor positions in tennis, baseball, basketball,
lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller hockey. swimming, sailing, waterskiing,
srchery, ceramics, fine arts, theater arts,
camp newspaper, music, photography,
videography, radio/electronics, nature
study, weight training, woodworking,
rock climbing, ropes course, secretarial,
nanny. Salary, room/board, travel
included. Call 800-250-8252 or apply
on-line at www.takajo.com.
Full and Part - time positions avaliable
in a laid back, yet fast-paced environment. Flexible hours and competitive
wages. Call (937) 864-2800.
IBARTENDING! $250/day potential.
No experience necessary. Training provided. Call 1-800-9654-6520 Ext. 187.

S12.75 base-appt. guaranteed starting
pay. F'un work environment with other
students. 10-40 hours/week around
classes/other job. Co-ops/ Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer service .'sales, no telemarketing,
no door-to-door sales. No experience
'"necessary, we train. Musi have positive
attitude and good people skills
www.workforstudents.com
Call Monday-Friday, 9-5.
937-436-3580
NCR Country Club is now hiring lifeguards and pool cafe staff. At least one
year experience preferred for lifeguard
position. Apply in person at clubhouse
receptionist desk. 4435 Dogwood Trail
Kettering, OH 45429, (937) 299-3571
Twigs Kids now hiring swim instructors and gymnastics coaches for preschool and tumbling classes. Training
provided. Call 866-8356.
Great Part-time Job! Earn $15-20 per
hour and develop your marketing
skills. 8-15 hours per week. Call Chris
at 520-1726
SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES
YMCA Willson Outdoor Center a coed, residential. YMCA, Christian camp
in Ohio. For an application visit

Tl IE HI ST summer job in the
COUN FRY is working on the BEACII
with lelescope Pictures,1 Beach town
Studio in Ocean City, MI) or
Willi wood, NJ. Earn up to $10,000.00
for the season! Yes- 1 lousing is
Available. No experience necessarv!!!
Can even be used as an internship!
(Sounds too good to be true- find out
for yourself) l or more information visit
our website and APPLY ON-I INI!
www.thesummerjob.com or call
1.800.652.8501. I .OF.
Needed. Dependable, reliable caregiver needed Mon-Fri 2pm-6pm in our
Bellbrook; Sugarcreed home caring for
two school-age children after school
Includes light housekeeping, errands,
helping with homework Must have
dependable car. Additional hours
available on snow days, summer.
Experience and references required.
(937) 602-2065

A inouncement
$450 Croup Fundraiser Scheduling
Bonus 4 hours of your group's time
PI US our free (ves, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1000 - $2000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with Campus Fundraiser. Contact CampusEundraiser al <SSSl l'23-323S. or visit

Cot an idea for a new business? The
i / o n e wants you to win the $100,000
business plan challenge. Deadline for
entry is April 16 at noon. Contact
Susanat 224-1518 or Susan'" i-/one org

Services
Abortions thru 24 weeks. Free pregnancy test. 1401 Stroop Rd. 293-3917.
www.womansmedcenter.com

For Rent
DAYTON C.reat Apt's. Perfect l or Students & Professionals Near UD &
MVH. 1 or 2 bdrm, C/air, private parking, some with decks. Call Now ..
222-9645 or 223-9790
For Rent- 2 Bedrooms, 1 1/2 Baths, living room, dining room, kitchen
equipped with refrigerator, range, and
dishwasher. $600.00/month plus $600
deposit Call 427-8837
New opening for a 5-BR and 4-BR unit.
July and August occupancy. 6 persons
allowed. Double decks, 2 kitchens, 2.5
baths, washer/drver furnished. Walking distance from campus. For more
info, please call 320-1355 or visit our
office at 1396 Cimarron to pick up a
brocure and find out about other size
units. Located between College Park
and Forest Lane, off Zink Road.

T h e Raj So in College o f B u s i n e s s
Dean's S t u d e n t Advisory Board invites y o u t o t h e
3rd Annual S t u d e n t A l u m n i C o l l e c t i o n s L u n e h c o n
Wednesday, April 14,2004 from 11530 - 3:00

Battery Jump

A gallon of gas if
you run out on a
campus roadway.

This is an exciting opportunity to network with successful alumni
from the Raj Soin College of Business. The FREE event is open to
the entire student body of the RSCOB - including grad students.
Reservations are going quickly and are on
basis. If you arc interested, please contact
Advisory Board at rscobKlsab<g\wight.edu

Parking and Transportation at 775-2528
between 8am and 8pm Monday thru Thursday

WlRJGHT S"fi

UNIVERSITY

New W r i g h t l c a r d available today.
Wright 1 c a r d gets a new look.
Visit the "Wright-ard center located at H146 Student Union to purchase an updated ID. Old ID trade in required for
re '
"omotional replacement cost of two dollars, valid until the end of Spring Qtr. 04.

se your card wherever
>ou see the logo

Make deposits to your flex account at one of the five
Value Transfer Stations (VTS), located across campus.
Just look for the Wright"! card logo on the face of the
machine.
DON'T WAITI GET YOUR NEW WRIGHT1 CARD TODAY.
Coming Soon! New website for viewing balances, making deposits, explanations of accounts
on the card, list of vendors that accept the card, frequently asked questions and more.
Visit the Wrightl center Monday through Friday, 8:30 am - 5:00 pm,
located at E146 Student Union.
Located in the
front lobby of the
Frederick A.
White Health
Center

Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30pm

FAX

775-3414W75-2167

Reasons Why WSU Pharmacy is the ONLY Pharmacy You'll Ever Need:
• We stock many of the popular over-the-counter remedies,
usually in their generic forms.
• We receive daily orders, so ordering medical supplies and
medications for you if you need us to do so is very easy.
• We give a 10 percent discount to Wku students.

'

• We accept checks. MasterCard, VISA, and Discover cards.

• We now afccept the Wright One Card - with Flex dollars In
addition to virtually any health plan from anywhere in the
United States
* It's easy to transfer prescriptions filled at another pharmacy
or even in another state. Just bring us the label or bottle and
we'll call the pharmacy and transfer the prescription, even if its
in another state.
• if your doctor is out of the airea, prescriptions can be phoned
in or faxed to us.

r.

• The average wait for your perscriptioti is under 10
minutes and often 5 minutes.

• Validated patient parking is available in front of Fred White.

Call us at 775-3414 to discuss transferring existing
prescriptions from other pharmacies or what Information
we will need to file a claim with your insurance.

mtmmm
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Also located in Fred White
Student Health: x2552
(1st Floor Fred White)

Wendy McGonfcal, Nurse Practitioner
Rose Fagan, Nurse Practitioner
Victoria Brookshire Nurse Practitioner
Leatha Ross, Nurse Practitoner
Ceordar Walbrochl, M.D.

